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MANUFACTURING
PARTS STORAGE AND
LOGISTICS SERVICES IN
TAMPA FL
What We Bring to the Table

• 260,000 Sq. Ft Warehousing &
Distribution Center
• In-House Fleet for Final Mile
Pickup & Delivery
• Professional Warehouse &
Project Management Staff to
Oversee Your Project
• Technology Driven Inventory
Management
• Infrastructure (Racks, Forklifts,
Staff) Provided

Our Philosophy
Each project is unique with very specific
goals and measures; you can expect the
exact same from our approach. Whether
your project is large or small, new or
refreshed, MyPorter has a service or
solution for you. We execute projects with
quality and integrity – on time and on
budget.

Codee Burton
O: 813.590.5222
C: 678.910.1842
E: commercial@myporter.com
W: www.myportercommercial.com

CORE OFFERINGS:

Data Points to Include (possibly Bullets – Standard to all Brochures):
Big Idea / Title: Commercial Warehousing, Moving & Logistics Services

Flexible Terms and Speed to Contract
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Selling Point: Each project is unique with very specific goals and measures; you can expect the exact
and distribution projects.
same from our approach. Whether your project is large or small, new or refreshed, MyPorter has a
service or solution for you. We execute projects with quality and integrity – on time and on budget.

Turn-Key Tampa Manufacturing Logistics Solutions
MyPorter is far from just dead storage. All of the
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containers
 Cross-Docking
 Tampa Satellite Manufacturing Fulfillment & Distribution
 Capacity Augmentation
Core Offerings:

Tampa Parts Forward Stocking and Final Mile Delivery
MyPorter's Tampa distribution centers are within 20 minutes
of city-center. For sensitive product that must be delivered
quickly, MyPorter can serve as a forward stocking, satellite
fulfillment and distribution center in Tampa to reduce delivery
times to end customers. With our dedicated fleet of 26 foot
box trucks, we can also complete white glove delivery services.
Seasonal Tampa Manufacturing Distribution Projects
We get it, you're running 95% capacity all year and busy
season is right around the corner. You need a partner who is
capable of more than just inventory overflow storage, you
need a full Tampa logistics partner. We can offer projectbased and on-going proposal options.

C O M M E R C I A L

CASE IN POINT

National HVAC Contractor Use MyPorter for Parts and Raw Materials Storage and
Distribution in Tampa
The Challenge
A national HVAC contractor purchased a large quantity of finished product (condensers) and raw
materials (copper) from China in advance of a large multi-family development project in Tampa
FL. He need the items categorized by SKU, storage for six months, and a phased delivery
scheduled to their customer's site as the items and materials were needed.
How we Helped
To proactively address these issues, MyPorter invited the client on-site to discuss the cadence
and details. Working with the CEO of the HVAC contractor (our client) MyPorter delivered a
flexible solution that accurately measured month storage pricing based on reduction in inventory
levels and a flat, easily understood fee for delivery. A simple pricing structure was created for
storage, handling services for inbound / outbound, exception management (e.g., pallet restacking, shrink wrapping), and full suite of technology visibility and reporting services using the
MyPorter technology stack.
Results
The project went extremely smoothly with the construction site getting the correct parts and raw
materials at precisely the right time, resulting in a well-run operation and secure storage for
highly valuable inventory and no leakage. The client is gearing up to use MyPorter on another
project in the Tampa area.

"Without MyPorter managing the local
logistics on the ground, we wouldn't have
been able to get this done" - CEO, National

HVAC Contractor

To find out more, contact:
commercial@myporter.com | 813.590.5222

